
1. Suction tested to IEC 62558-2 CL5.8 and 5.9 at the cleaner head, using a High Torque cleaner head, against the cordless stick market, tested in Boost mode.  2. Suction tested to IEC 62558-2 CL5.8 
and 5.9 at the cleaner head, using a High Torque XL cleaner head, against the cordless stick market, tested in Boost mode.  3. Compared to Dyson V11 Absolute Extra.  4. Tested against ASTM F1977-04 
(particles sized 0.3-0.5 microns), tested in the vacuum’s most powerful mode.  5. Applies in the vacuum’s lowest power mode with non-motorised tools attached.

*Recommended retail price as of March 2020, actual prices may vary. #4057.1
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HANDSTICKS

Lightweight, with  
powerful suction. 

Powerful suction for 
versatile cleaning.

Powerful suction to deep 
clean everywhere.

The most powerful suction  
of any cordless vacuum.1

The most powerful suction  
of any cordless vacuum.2  
 
25% wider cleaner head.3  
150% bigger bin.3 

Reports run time 
and performance  
in real time.

Reports run time 
and performance  
in real time.

Direct drive Direct drive Direct drive High Torque High Torque XL

FluffyTM FluffyTM
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DYSON TECHNOLOGY

Suction power

Dynamic Load Sensor - automatically 
adjusts power between floor types

Bin size M M L L XL

Advanced filtration - captures 99.97% of 
particles as small as 0.3 microns4

Washable lifetime filter - no ongoing costs

Hygienic bin emptying

IDEAL FOR

House size S M L L XL

Pet hair

Carpet and hard floors

Delicate hard floors

Handheld cleaning

Wall mounting - includes docking station

POWER

Run time (up to)5 30 minutes 40 minutes 60 minutes 60 minutes 60 minutes

RRP* $599 $799 $999 $1199 $1299

Product code 278176-01 298903-01 286273-01 347782-01 346614-01

Guarantee 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years

 




